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PACHAMAMA

Original version: French (English subtitles) 
 

Director: Juan Antin

Opening date (Québec): November 1st, 2019

Genre: Animation, adventure, family

Countries of origin: France, Luxemburg, Canada

Length: 72 minutes

Ontario Première

Recommended for 8 years and older
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SYNOPSIS

It is an action adventure story.

Set during the 15th century in a remote village in the Andes mountains in South America, 
Pachamama is revered and idolized Earth Mother. The villagers worship Pachamama and make 
offerings for abundant crops and evergreen nature. For the first offering, one has to give away one’s 
loved possession. 

Naïra is ready to sacrifice her beloved llama to join the circle of the “grown-ups” but Tépulpaï who 
wants to be a shaman, is not, proving he is selfish and immature.

Joined by his friend Naïra, Telpulpai will change. He will show how brave, courageous and thoughtful 
he is when he leaves the village to retrieve the Huaca snatched by the Inca tax collector. The Huaca, 
a golden artefact considered as a sacred body, is worshipped by the villagers.

As Tepulpaï and Naïra succeed in getting the statuette back, the Spanish invaders chase after them 
to take possession of the treasure pillaging villages on their way.

REVIEWS

Throughout the film there’s a continuous message around saving our planet, accentuated by the 
numerous beautiful shots of the moon, sun and gorgeous landscape. (…)

— Greg Wheeler - thereviewgeek.com

Charming and educational, Juan Antin’s animated adventure will keep the kids happy — and it might 
even teach them something. (…) … a lovely and spirited tale aimed at entertaining the kids while also 
teaching them a thing or two about history, ecology, and belief.

Jonathon Wilson - readysteadycut.com
 
PACHAMAMA is an absolutely adorable children’s animated movie from the people that brought you 
the lovely ERNEST AND CELESTINE. (…)

I actually learned a lot about this period of Peruvian history from the film, and made a promise to 
myself to discover more. I was intrigued by the idea of this native Andean culture being holistic and 
harmonic, with the animation often drawing back to show us a lush landscape and really giving us 
depth and height.  The colour palette is warm and welcoming.

And of course, set against this, there’s just a lovely story of a kind of arrogant whiny boy who 
discovers his own abilities and a newfound respect for his own culture through the film. It’s an 
absolute joy to behold. 

Caterina Benincasa -  bina007.com
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DETAILS

LANGUAGE
The French language spoken by the characters is clear, devoid of coarseness and vulgar 
expressions. The Great Inca qualifies Tépulpaï and Naïra as “riquiquis” (meaning tiny). Tépulpaï  
teases his friend Naïra calling her “trouillarde” (coward like a chicken) or Miss Perfect. When he is 
angry he wants to “écrabouiller” (to squish or squash) the Conquistadors. 

These words are somewhat old-fashioned and slightly familiar.

The animation takes the time to define certain rules and practices. For instance, an offering to the 
Huaca is not to ask for something but is a gift to say thank you.

In French the language has poetic tones: the Grand Condor is deemed the wind master. The 
Spanish invaders are referred to as Gods of metal because of their breastplates, their swords and 
guns. Instead of speaking about the death of the messenger, Tépulpaï and Naïra say he joined his 
ancestors. Tépulpaï invents a word in French “réfléchissement” that evokes strategic thinking.
The Great Inca’s motto is to punish the thieves, the liars and the slackers.

The Conquistadors mumble a couple of recurring words “Tesoro” and “oro” [treasure and gold] that 
reflect their obsession.
www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/pachamama

VIOLENCE & SCARINESS 
  Conquistadors invade a city and village, destroying everything in quest for    
  gold. They set off explosions, start fires, chase and shoot at kids who may  
  be carrying gold. They cut the heads off of snakes. Earthquakes. Some fall   
  as bridge breaks beneath them. Older woman faints at bad news, is later 

reported to have died. Large bird wounded by gunshots but survives. Angry kid kicks rocks; one rock 
turns out to be an armadillo, whom he befriends. A cave full of skeletons scares a boy. A shaman is 
poised to slaughter a llama with a knife but stops.
www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/pachamama

The violence is not graphic nor gratuitous as the filmmaker wanted to make a point on the way 
the Spanish invaders treated the indigenous people. There is no bloodletting nor closeups of any 
wounds.
“…there are some human and animal deaths that are treated very gently” (Decider.com)

NUDITY
When the Great Inca falls down, he is stripped of all his sparkling clothes and accessories. He is left 
with his pants on.

SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
None

           
VIOLENCE

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/pachamama
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/pachamamahttp://
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PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT/ MESSAGES
 � Tépulpaï

The character is a by who wants to be a shaman. He is not ready for it as he is unruly, immature 
and selfish at the beginning of the story. He cannot part with his most precious possessions when it 
comes to making an offering to Pachamama. However, he proves he is brave and courageous.  and 
determined to bring back the Huaca that protects the village braving the fierce pursuit of the Spanish 
invaders. At the end of his journey he grows up into a respectful, wise, smart person.

 �  Naïra
At first Naïra is obedient, unselfish and respectful of the rules. She is ready to sacrifice her beloved 
Lama to please Pachamama. As she follows Tepulpaï into the wild adventure of retrieving the Huaca, 
she becomes more audacious. As the filmmaker Juan Antin remarks: at the beginning of the story, 
Naïra’s hair is well disciplined but the more the story unrolls, the freer her hair moves.

 � The Shaman and Walumama the priestess
These characters are the guardians of traditions and wisdom. They make sure that Mother Earth is 
not overexploited. They protect the villagers from evil.

“Memorable Dialogue: “Walumama always says to breathe deeply to remind yourself that you’re 
alive,” says Naïra to Tepulpaï right after she saves him from falling down a fog-shrouded cliff” 
(Decider.com)

 � The Spanish Conquistadors – the return to historical reality
Juan Antin wanted to show the point of view of the indigenous Andin villagers and more exactly 
of the children confronted with the Spanish invasion. He says in Argentina, students learn that 
the Spaniards are “the good guys” bringing civilization and progress to the “savage” indigenous 
population.  The one-hundred-peso bill in Argentina, bears the portrait of Rocca, a president who 
killed millions of indigenous people. The conquest aimed at bringing establishing the European 
civilization, robbing the natural resources and exterminating “the Savages”. “Because none of this 
is taught at school, I wanted to tell the children that the Conquistadors were not heroes. They were 
thieves”.   
Juan Antin,medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf

The animation shows the invasion of the Spaniards and their thirst for gold at the same time as their 
disrespectful treatment of the indigenous population. They shoot the Grand Condor and wound him 
as they aim at Tépulpaï with their guns. The violence is non-graphic and aims at restoring a historical 
reality thus not gratuitous.

 �  The messages
• To wipe misconceptions out

According to the filmmaker the first misconception is that the indigenous people were uncivilized and 
the Spaniards corrected it by bringing their language and religion to civilize them. The second mis-
conception is that the indigenous people existed before the conquest and then disappeared when the 
Conquistadors withdrew. The indigenous culture is still rich, alive and well, even stronger and stronger 
nowadays. Some communities still live according to their ancestors’ customs »  
/medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf

https://medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf
http://medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf
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• Respecting nature:  a spiritual vision versus the Conquistadors materialistic one – 
Ecology and eco-responsibility

Juan Antin : “In the film I express my anger to see how nature is ill-treated today and how the way 
indigenous people in the Americas respect nature with a spiritual vision of the earth compared with 
the materialistic vision of the Conquistadors that includes the quest of riches that they abuse. The 
same goes when the Spaniards cast their eyes on the Huaca thinking it is precious because they 
believe it has gold inside whereas its sole value is spiritual.”  
medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf

•  “Pachamama is a shamanic film” (Juan Antin)
“…it is meant to heal the many wounds: the relationship between 
the people and the earth, the marks left by the Spanish Conquest…
Shamanism exists in all cultures of the world from Tibet to Siberia. But 
around the Andes, there is a very strong bon with the Pachamama. 

This is quite common in South. America as well in a lesser degree in North America with the worship 
for the Mother Earth based onthe principle of exchange and offering. In some parts of the Andes, 
shamans view places like mountains for instance like entities. In the film, the Huaca is the small 
statue but for the indigenous people of the Andes, a hill could also be a Huaca, a scared place. This 
word connects with all things that are worshipped and that have a positive impact on people.
medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf

WHAT SOME SITES SAY

COMMON SENSE MEDIA
www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/pachamama
 
Educational Value
May encourage kids to learn more about the Inca civilization.

 
Positive Messages
Learn to gaze upon your own shadows. Selfishness gets in the way of 
maturity.

 

Positive Role Models & Representations
Tepulpaï is brave, refuses to give up on saving his community. Naira is 
wise and calm and helps teach Tepulpaï to consult with  others, to “think 
twice” before acting.

DECIDER.COM
Performance Worth Watching: The biggest character in the film is the animation, with the Andean 
villagers looking like living statues, but are wholly distinctive from the greedy Incas and the even 
greedier conquistadors. The rest of the visuals are detailed and lush giving viewers plenty to look at 
as the young Andeans make their way back to their village.

Single Best Shot: A wonderful overview of the village, with a rainbow arching over it, as seen by 
Tepulpaï after the shaman tells him his offering to Pachamama isn’t good enough.

A+ 
EDUCATIONAL VALUE

 + 
POSITIVE ROLE MODELS AND 
REPRESENTATIONS

+
 
POSITIVE MESSAGES

http://medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf
http://medias.unifrance.org/medias/4/4/197636/presse/pachamama-presskit-french.pdf
http://www.commonsensemedia.org/movie-reviews/pachamama
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What Age Group Is This For? The film is rated TV-PG; there are some human and animal deaths 
that are treated very gently. But there are enough scary images, especially with the conquistadors, 
that makes this film more suitable for kids 8 and up. If your kids are younger than that, you’ll need to 
watch along with them.

Our Take: Director Juan Antin (Mercano the Martian) has taken a somewhat complicated story — 
Andean villagers under the heel of the Incas, who are about to be robbed and killed by the Spanish 
— and boils it down nicely for young audiences. Through the eyes of Tepulpaï and Naïra, it’s an 
adventure with an easy-to-understand goal: Get Huaca back to the village safely. It’s a tale of growth 
and maturity, but also a tale of a boy who figures out that even someone who wants to be a shaman 
needs help in order to do some of that growing and maturing.

One of the other good things about the film is that it’s told in a mercifully-short 71 minutes, which will 
keep your kids’ attention, and tells the story in a tight-enough manner that will keep your mind from 
wandering, as well. The animation is gorgeous, and we were fascinated with the character design of 
the Andean villagers, who look and move like humans but also look like ancient sculptures at the 
same time. Other characters have the same sculpture-like look, and it makes the movie’s visuals as 
interesting as its story.

The Andean villagers make offerings to Pachamama 

 The Huaca – sought after by the  
Conquistadors and symbol of the village protection

Photos prises du site de Pachamama d’Allociné

Tépulpaï et Naïra with the Shaman and Walumama
Sacred objects : the drum, the Huaca
Sacred places : The Shaman tent, the cave of the 
ancestors 

Tépulpaï crosses the shaky bridge with his grand 
condor feather

The Grand Inca

The Conquistadors

Naïra embraces her 
beloved  lama she 
is ready to sacrifice 
for Pachamama


